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ABSTRACT

We note the existence of a “partially cis-acting’’ regulatory protein of
bacteriophage A: the product of the phage Q gene. We suggest that there may
be a complete spectrum from “all cis” to “all trans” for such regulatory
proteins. This behavior might arise because a DNA-binding protein either acts
at a nearby (cis) site soon after synthesis or becomes “lost” for its tram activity
on another genome through nonspecific interactions with DNA. Our proposed
explanation provides one evolutionary basis for the linkage of genes for regulatory proteins and the sites at which such proteins act; it also suggests a possible
rationale for the “metabolic instability” of certain regulatory proteins.

WO puzzling phenomena involving gene expression in prokaryotic viruses
“cis-acting” regulatory proteins and “metabolically unstable” proteins
(proteins that rapidly cease to function once synthesis stops). An interesting
problem of gene organization in prokaryotic viruses is why regulatory genes are
close to the sites at which their products act. In this report we present evidence
for the existence of a partially cis-acting regulatory protein of bacteriophage X
(the gene Q product), indicating that there may be a complete spectrum from
“all cis” to “all trans” for regulatory proteins. We suggest a biochemical explanation for such behavior that bears on the other points noted above.
MATERIALS A N D METHODS

The methodology for growth of cells, infection, and assay for endolysin is essentially that
described previously (COURT,GREENand ECHOLS1975) except that no starvation period was
employed prior to infection. In brief, E. coli cells were grown in a minimal medium with
glycerol as carbon source, centrifuged, resuspended, and infected in cold adsorption buffer. After
infection at a multiplicity of seven phage of each genotype per cell, the culture was diluted into
warm (37”) minimal medium and samples taken for assay of endolysin. Sonic extracts were
prepared and assays for endolysin were carried out by following the lysis of bacteria “sensitized” with Tris-EDTA. The bncterial strain used for infection was C600su- and the phage
mutations used were cIaml4, cIIZ8, cIIIam6i1, Qam21 and Ram60 (KAISER1957; CAMPBELL
1961: COURT,GREENand ECHOLS
1975).
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RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION

Preferential cis-action of the Q gene product.
The Q gene of phage X specifies a protein that is a positive regulator for the late
stage of viral development through its capacity to activate transcription from
the genes that specify phage structural proteins and proteins required for cell
!ysis (Figure 1) (see ECHOLS
1971 or THOMAS
1971 for reviews). In a formal
genetic sense, based on complementation for phage production, Q protein acts in
trans (CAMPBELL1961) . A conveniently assayed parameter of the activity of Q
protein is the enzyme endolysin, the product of the R gene (Figure 1 ) . We have
asked whether Q protein functions preferentially on the genome from which it
has been synthesized by an assay of endolysin production when a functional R
gene is either cis or trans to a functional Q gene (i.e. Q+R+/Q-R- or Q+R-/
PR+).To minimize other potential regulatory influences, we have used phage
which are all cZ-cZZ-cZZZ-, thus removing a variety of putential repression effects
on late gene expression (see ECHOLS
1972).
The results of this cis/trans experiment are given in Figure 2. Preferential cis
ection of the Q+ gene product is clearly indicated. The total phage burst was
about the same f o r the cis and trans experiment, as was also the yield of each
phage type (in the cis experiment the progeny phage were 48% Q-R- and in the
trans experiment 50% Q-R+ ). The equivalence of the phage types in the burst
indicates that the cells were efficiently infected with each genotype. Preferential
cis action of Q+ was also found if the Qam73 mutation was used instead of the
Qam22 mutation used for the data of Figure 2.
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FIGURE
1 .-Transcription events during lytic development by phage A.
Approximate DNA regions transcribed during the different stages of lytic growth are shown:
(A-+)
represents the immediate-early stage of RNA synthesis, performed solely by the host
transcription machinery, in which the N and cro gene RNAs are the major products; (-)
represents the delayed-early stage of RNA synthesis, in which N protein activates transcription of the clll to in! and cll to Q regions; (-- j) represents the late stage of RNA synthesis,
in which Q protein activates transcription of the lysis, head, and tail regions. During the late
stage of lytic development, early gene transcription is reduced through the action of the cro
protein. Since A DNA exists in a circular or concatemeric form during much of its intracellular
life, it is likely that the actual unit of transcription is DNA with the lysis region joined to the
head region, rather than the linear molecule extracted from phage and indicated here. The
1969; HERSKOWITZ
and SIGNER1970) is
probable site at which Q-activation occurs (TOUSSAINT
indicated by the upward vertical arror (t).Specific genes of the “regulation region”-clll, N ,
c l , cro, cll-are indicated above the “A DNA”, as are the in2 and xis genes for site-specific
recombination, the DNA replication genes OP, the late regulatory gene Q and the R gene for
endolysin.
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FIGURE
2.-Partial

cis-activity of the Q protein for endolysin production.
Cells were infected at a multiplicity of 7 phage of each genotype, and a t the times indicated
the infected cells were chilled, centrifuged, and sonic extracts prepared for assay of endolysin.
The phage burst was about 8 phage/cell, a value typical of high multiplicity infection in minimal
medium. The adsorption efficiency for the input phage was approximately 99%.
: endolysin production for Q+R+/Q-R-;
0 : Q-R+/Q+R-;
A: Q-R+ alone.

There are other conceivable explanations for the apparent cis action of Q
protein although they seem to us unlikely: (1) Q protein might be so severely
limiting that minor fluctuations in gene dosage from cell to cell generate an apparent cis effect; (2) there might be an unexpected polar effect of the nonsense
mutation in gene Q on expression of the adjacent R+ gene. We have attempted
to examine these possibilities in additional experiments. The first alternative possibility seems to be remote because an increase in Q+ gene copies through a
Q+R+/Q+R- infection increased endolysin production less than 20% above the
Q+R+/Q-R- level. T o look for the second effect, we have repeated the experiment
in a host carrying an SUApolarity suppressor (MORSE
and PRIMAKOFF
1970);
however no appreciable increase in the trans activity of Q+ was found. From
these results, we conclude that the Q gene product probably works preferentially
in cis, although other explanations cannot be completely excluded.
Proposed mechanism for preferential cis-action.
What is the biochemical explanation for a cis-acting protein? We suggest that
the partial or complete cis-activity of a regulatory protein might result from
limitations in the binding specificity of such proteins for their DNA targets. Consider the case of Q protein and assume it is a DNA-binding protein. Q protein is
probably synthesized from an mRNA still in close physical proximity to the Q
gene, which will place the newly synthesized Q protein close to its site of action
(see Figure 1 ) . To reach another viral genome Q protein must diffuse through
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and possibly interact with a very large number of DNA sites that are not its specific target. Thus many molecules of protein may become
in their trans
activity on another genome through “nonspecific” interactions with DNA (the
same analysis can of course be applied to a specific RNA-binding protein such as
a specific “anti-termination factor”).
This explanation provides a potential link for the three phenomena noted in
the introduction. A DNA-binding regulatory protein can function with a less
rigorous (and presumably easier to evolve) recognition mechanism if the gene
for the protein is next to its site of action. For such a situation, the protein will be
partially or completely cis-acting because the regulatory site will only be completely occupied when the regulatory protein is present at locally high concentration through nearby synthesis. If this synthesis of new protein ceases, the regulatory protein may exhibit “metabolic instability” because repeated action is
limited by loss in nonspecific interactions (that is, a true equilibrium with respect
to all available DNA sites is one in which the regulatory site will be rarely
occupied) .*
The general problem of nonspecific interactions between regulatory proteins
and DNA has been discussed in detail by others (VONHIPPEL,
et al. 1974; LIN
and RIGGS1975). LIN and RIGGShave calculated that even for the highly specific
lac operon repressor, 98% of the regulatory protein will normally be found at
nonspecific sites (assuming no cis relationship). Reasoning along lines similar to
ows, but from a different point of view, SUSSMAN
and BEN ZEEV(1975) have
suggested that prophage induction might result from the generation of nonspecific
sites for repressor binding as a result of DNA damage. As noted previously, the
clustering of regulatory genes and sites also prevents their ready separation by
recombination with other phages (THOMAS
1964; STAHLand MURRAY1966;
DOVE1971).
Examples of cis-acting and metabolically unstable proteins.
The most complete study of a cis-acting protein is the A protein of 4x174. The
A protein is required for initiation of replication of viral DNA and is cis-acting
(TESSMAN
1966; LINDQVIST
and SINSHEIMER
1967). The A protein acts at a site
and RAY
close to or within the A gene to nick the viral DNA in vivo (FRANCKE
1972) and in vitro (HENRYand KNIPPERS1974). An interesting aspect of the
reaction in vitro is limited turnover of the enzyme. All of these properties are
consistent with the explanation for cis-activity in vivo proposed above; they are
not particularly in accord with other explanations f o r cis-acting proteins (e.g.
protein acts only during synthesis or only at a special cell site) (see HENRY
and
KNIPPERS1974).
Another clear example of a cis-acting protein is the product of the A gene of
phage P2 (LINDAHL1970). This protein is a regulatory protein required for
normal expression of all essential genes of phage P2. The probable site(s) at
which the A protein acts are close t o the A gene (LINDAHL
1970). For phage A,
This analysis assumes that the dissociation rate for the specific regulatory site is much less than that for the nonspecific sites, so that the nonspecific sites will establish equilibrium before dlssoclatlon occurs from the specific site
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the 0 protein required for DNA replication appears to be partially cis-acting
(KLECKNER1974; HAYES
and SZYBALSKI,
personal communication), as does the
A protein required for maturation of X DNA (FOLKMANIS,
personal communication). The genes for both of these proteins are right next to their probable site of
action. Evidence (much of it quite indirect) has been presented for metabolic instability of the 0 protein (WYATT
and INOKUCHI
1974), the Q protein (TAKEDA
1971) the Xis protein (WEISBERG
and GOTTESMAN
1971), the cZZ/cZZZ proteins
(REICHARDT1975) and the IL’ protein of phage X (KONRAD1968; SCHWARTZ
1970). Possibly some of these observations may reflect limited turnover due to
nonspecific interactions. As biochemical assays for more phage proteins become
available, we suspect that partial cis-activity and metabolic instability may become a frequent observation. One can also speculate concerning the frequent
linkage of regulatory genes and sites in bacteria. Perhaps the exceptions really
represent proximity of different sites in the tertiary structure of the folded
chromosome!
Of many contributors to the X lore responsible for this work, we thank particularly WILLIAM
DOVE, ATIS FOLKMANIS,
FRANK
STAHL and RENE THOMAS
for their thoughts on genetic
organization and its meaning.
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